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1. SCOPE OF COMPULSORY INSURANCE COVER

For reasons of legal certainty the MID should clarify and delimitate its scope

Codify judgments of the CJEU in Vnuk, Andrade, Torreiro and Juliana prejudicial cases

1.1. Definition of “vehicle”: objective and stable
➢ Limited to vehicles intended for travel
➢ Referred to the objective purpose of the vehicle
➢ If dependent on the subjective purpose of the
owner, would lead to intolerable legal uncertainty

Types of vehicles
➢ MID should be focused on authorised vehicles
covered by Regulations of the EU.
➢ MID also applicable for driverless cars.
➢ Very light electric vehicles: outside the scope of
the MID (European Parliament’s approach)

not “exempted vehicles”: accidents caused by
VLEV should not be compensated by the
Guarantee Funds
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1.2. Definition of “use of vehicle”: judgements in Vnuk, Andrade and Torreiro are the relevant ones.
➢ MID covering uses consistent with normal use as a means of transport (Vnuk)

at the time of the accident.

➢ Irrespective of the specific place it is being used (Torreriro).
➢ But excluding cases where the principal use at the time of the accident is something other as a means of
transport (use as machinery: Andrade).
➢ Additional clear exclusions to be plainly stated in the MID.

▪ motor sport competitions.
▪ vehicles as an instrument for committing terrorist attacks and violent deeds (assassinations, robberies
in commercial establishments…).
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1.3 Scope of the obligation to insure

Prejudicial case C-80/17 (“Juliana case”)

➢ The activity a vehicle is used for or
the mode it is in at any given time
will vary.

The CJUE judgement of 4 September 2018

➢ That cannot be the case for the
general obligation to insure, which
requires a clear beginning and end
in time.
➢ The starting point for determining
the existence of an obligation to
insure: the vehicle is intended to
travel on land and can indeed do so.

Opinion of Advocate General delivered on 26 April 2018.
• The fact that the vehicle might generally be stationary
for extended periods and the risk might be minimal: a
reason for a difference in premiums, but not for
excluding the duty to insure.

• The fact that the owner is not using the vehicle for
travel and does not intend to do so does not prevent it
from being a “vehicle” within the meaning of the MID:
obligation to insure.

MTPL insurance: lasting while the vehicle is roadworthy.
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2. PROTECTION OF VICTIMS WHERE MTPL INSURERS
ARE INSOLVENT

The main topic included in the REFIT valuation

• Three circumstances that may leave
a victim unprotected even if
compulsory insurance legal rules
are in place.

Uninsured driving
Hit-and-run cases

MID

Invalid insurance due to
insolvency

No legal
provisions

Spain: no domestic MTPL insolvencies
FOS: Ineas (Netherlands), Alpha and Qudos (Denmark)
• Insolvencies do exist
EU: many FOS and FOE
Enterprise…)

• Voluntary Agreements do not
function properly at all

1995 Convention

recent cases (Carpatica, Setanta, Gable,

• Some
Guarantee
Funds
are
not
signatories to the Agreement.
• Some others signed with reservation
clauses.
• Some signatories have withdrawn from
the Agreement.
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• It is a key issue to provide a MID legal framework based on very clear principles.
➢ Full
compensation
within
the
quantitative limits of compulsory
insurance.

The same level of protection as in case of
uninsured and untraced vehicles

➢ For both personal and material
damages.
➢ Designation by each MS of the body responsible for ensuring compensation: in Spain, the CCS is both
the MTPL Guarantee Fund and the IGS in charge of liquidating the Spanish insolvent insurance
undertakings.
➢ Visiting victims and victims of foreign vehicles: protection by bodies already existing and provided for
in the MID (Compensation Bodies and Bureaus).
➢ Home country control principle: regardless of which is the body that attends to the victim and
advances compensation, the ultimate financial burden must be borne, by means of reimbursement, by
the body of the Home MS.
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3. MINIMUM AMOUNTS OF COVER

Updating the minimum amount and harmonising the protection of victims.
➢ Reduce the distance between the MS which grant lower compensation and those which grant full protection.

Spain

From
€ 350,000
to

Bodily injuries: € 70 million
Property damages: € 15 million

Per accident, whatever
the number of victims

➢ Not different amounts by type of vehicle:

➢ Complicates the system.
➢ Dimension or power of vehicles, not always related to the severity of potential damage.
❖ passenger of moped more vulnerable than a passenger of a car or a truck.
❖ a car can cause chain collisions.
❖ a car can also cause the derailment of a train.
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4. PORTABILITY OF CLAIMS HISTORY STATEMETNS

Neither necessary nor appropriate to amend the MID in this matter.
➢ Principle of market freedom: risk selection and level and structure of tariffs criteria within good governance.
➢ Gradual expansion of the “pay as you drive” principle:

diminishes the influence of the
claims history for fixing prices.

➢ Different climatic conditions:
Types and states of maintenance of roads

A CHS cannot have the same significance
− in every region of a country
− in every MS of the EU
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